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Objectives

To study the importance of The 
Greater Bay Area (GBA)

To study the problems and 
obstacles of the Greater Bay Area 
(GBA) that affect the Thai-Chinese 
economy

To suggest opportunities and 
challenges in relating the Thai-
Chinese economy under the 
Greater Bay Area (GBA)



Research 
methodology

THIS STUDY IS A QUALITATIVE 
RESEARCH. 

WE CONDUCTED DOCUMENTARY 
RESEARCH, ATTENDED RELATED 

SEMINARS, CONDUCTED IN-DEPTH 
INTERVIEWS AND FOCUS GROUPS WITH 

THE EXPERTS IN BOTH PUBLIC AND 
PRIVATE SECTORS. 

WE ALSO INTERVIEWED EXPERTS IN 
CHINESE STUDIES, STAKEHOLDERS AND 

PEOPLE WHO HAVE DIRECT 
EXPERIENCES SUCH AS THAI 
BUSINESSMEN AND CHINESE 

BUSINESSMEN. 

DATA ARE THEN ANALYSED BY USING 
SWOT ANALYSIS TO EVALUATE 

OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES.



Research Results

Thailand launched the Thailand 
4.0 policy to drive and increase 

competitiveness. 

One of the important projects 
is the Eastern Economic 
Corridor (EEC) project to 
connect trade, transportation 
and investment and support 
the expansion of China's Belt & 
Road policy. Meanwhile, the 
Chinese government 
announced the GBA project to 
increase competitiveness in the 
future.  

In addition, in early 2019, 
Thailand can benefit from the 
ASEAN-Hong Kong Free Trade 
Agreement (AHKFTA) and the 
ASEAN-Hong Kong Investment 
Agreement (AHKIA) which 
covers trade liberalization of 
goods and services. 

The economic cooperation will 
benefit ASEAN and Hong Kong 
while Hong Kong will benefit 
from ASEAN lower import 
tariffs. As for ASEAN, it will 
benefit from Hong Kong's 
commitment to tax obligations 
for all products from ASEAN at 
a rate of zero percent. 
Exporters to Hong Kong are 
ensured that Hong Kong cannot 
increase import tariffs from 
ASEAN in the future. In 
addition, ASEAN can use Hong 
Kong as a gateway and 
distribution center to other 
countries, especially the big 
market like China. 



Opportunities for Thailand are as follows:

Opportunity for Hong Kong and Chinese 
investors to move production bases / joint 
ventures in Thailand 

Hong Kong SMEs business group, which 
has more than 330,000 businesses, is an 
industry group of more than 10,000 
businesses, most of which have 
production bases in China and service 
groups of more than 320,000 businesses. 
Thailand can expand cooperation in the 
service sector and tourism to attract more 
Chinese tourists to Thailand and ASEAN. 
In addition, Thailand can also expand 
investment in service business in the GBA 
area as well.



Hong Kong 
SMEs 

Business 
Group

Total
No. of 

Business in 

SMEs

336,483

Industry Manufacturing 8,794

Mining & Quarrying; Electricity & Gas Supply and Waste Management 

and Construction 
1468

Service Import/Export Trade and Wholesale 110,884

Retail 44,565

Transportation, Storage, Postal and Courier Services 8,485

Accommodations and Food Services 13,932

Information and Communications 14,965

Financing and Insurance 26,383

Real Estate 15,142

Professional and Business Services 48,275

Social and Personal Services 43,590

*Source: Trade and Industry Department, The Government of the HKSAR



Opportunities for Thailand are as follows:

HONG KONG PRODUCTIVITY COUNCIL 
(HKPC) FINANCIAL SUPPORT

HKPC IS THE AGENCY THAT PROMOTES 
HONG KONG COMPREHENSIVE 

BUSINESS VALUE CHAIN. 

THEY ARE PROVIDER OF FUNDING 
SOURCES AND RESEARCH 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE 

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY BY 
PROVIDING THE BUD FUND 

(BRANDING, UPGRADING, DOMESTIC 
& ASEAN SALES PROMOTION) TO SMES 

IN THE AMOUNT OF HKD 1 MILLION 
TO INVEST IN THE ASEAN MARKET. 

THIS IS AN OPPORTUNITY TO 
ENCOURAGE INVESTORS TO COME TO 

THAILAND DUE TO ITS 
ADVANTAGEOUS LOCATION AS THE 

CENTER OF ASEAN WHICH CAN BE A 
SPRINGBOARD TO ASEAN COUNTRIES.



Opportunities for Thailand are as follows:

Opportunities from the products affected by the Trade War Recently, the US has announced a new tariff for Chinese 
products worth 200 billion US dollars from 6,031 items, 
focusing on products in automotive and parts, agricultural 
products, fishery products, consumer products and “Made 
in China 2025” products, raising tariffs on imported 
products from China at the initial 10 percent and will be 
adjusted to 25 percent in the future. These product groups 
are likely to move production bases from China to ASEAN 
especially in Thailand because Thailand has potentials and 
resources for raw materials that are beneficial for 
investment.



Opportunities for Thailand are as follows:

OPPORTUNITY FOR THAI JOINT 
VENTURE WITH HONG KONG TO 

SERVE AS GATEWAY TO MAINLAND 
CHINA

HONG KONG HAS MANY 
ADVANTAGES, INCLUDING 

INVESTMENT, FINANCE, LANGUAGE 
COMMUNICATION, AND IS A HEAD 

QUARTER TO DISTRIBUTE PRODUCTS 
TO MAINLAND CHINA. 

MOREOVER, THE CURRENT 
TRANSPORTATION ROUTES FROM 
HONG KONG TO CHINA ARE VERY 

CONVENIENT, FAST AND EFFICIENT TO 
MOVE PEOPLE, PRODUCTS AND 

SERVICES.



Opportunities for Thailand are as follows:

Opportunity for business to be 
successful in GBA

According to the Certified Practices 
Accountant Report (CPA Australia), it 
was found that trade and logistics 
should benefit the most from GBA 
projects (68 percent) due to the 
linkage of public utilities and 
communications between the PRD and 
Hong Kong and Macau is almost 
finished. It will lead to more efficient 
transportation in the GBA. 

The second most successful business is 
financial services (62 percent) because 
the Chinese government aims to use 
GBA as an international trade with the 
Yuan. Hong Kong currently has many 
Chinese banks and securities 
companies open for service. 

The third and fourth most successful 
are innovation-technology business 
and service professionals (60 percent 
and 52 per cent). The Chinese GBA 
project has designated Shenzhen as a 
major city in the development of 
successful products and technologies 
from the PRD. 

There are professionals supporting the 
business. Therefore, it is a business 
that can expand the production of 
products to the GBA group. The fifth 
most successful is tourism sectors (28 
percent), which is considered 
relatively low. 

One of the reasons is the lack of 
confidence in the support of the 
Chinese government and the risk of 
changing the rules / practices. 
Therefore the expansion of the 
manufacturing sector in the GBA 
region is expected to be lower than it 
should be. Like tourism, many parties 
expect the city to receive the benefits 
of this project, probably not beyond 
Hong Kong and Macau



Opportunities 
for Thailand 

are as follows:

Opportunities for Thai labour and the 
needs of foreign experts 

The Chinese government has designated 
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region 

to be the centre for development of 
innovation and technology (I&T) in the 

Greater Bay Area (GBA). 

The government provides support in 
budgeting, strengthening of the digital 

innovation business ecosystem, incubating 
of the personnel who specialize in I&T. 

The government also has a policy that 
allows foreign professionals to work on 

the Hong Kong Island (Talent List) 
including waste treatment specialists / 

engineers, management professionals in 
asset management, experienced 

professionals in marine insurance, 
actuaries, FinTech experts, information 

scientists and experienced data scientists 
and experienced cyber security specialists, 
innovation and technology experts, naval 

architects, marine engineers and 
superintendents of ships, creative 

industries experts and legal and dispute 
resolution services.



Some challenges that Thailand has to face are China’s 4 
Des policy: De-Capacity, De-Stock, De-Leverage and De-Cost. 
Although this policy is in line with Thailand 4.0 policy, a strategy 
for EEC is absolutely necessary.



Thailand may face challenges in the following areas :

Lack of continued support from the 
Thai government 

The main thing that Hong Kong 
businessmen learn from investing in 
China is a lack of continued support 
which obstructs the growth of their 

business. 

As the Thai government announces 
the New Economy and Thailand 4.0, a 
clearly defined support criterion and 
bills should be established as well as 
legal aspects to build confidence for 

investors. 

For example, Hong Kong has a 
campaign to reduce pollution from 
cars and support the use of electric 

cars. They enacted a 5-year tax 
exemption policy on electric vehicles. 

Although Hong Kong is not an electric 
vehicle manufacturer, they created a 

support system related to electric 
cars such as small batteries, portable 
and public chargers and other related 

industries ready to expand 
investment to foreign countries.



Thailand may face challenges in the following areas :

Adjusting the Thai economic policy to be in line with the Greater Bay Area, an economic zone connecting Hong 
Kong, Macau and PRD in Guangdong Province.

This area connects Hong Kong as the Super Connector with The Silk Road (Belt & Road Initiative: BRI) 
which is the China's infrastructure strategy that can link trade and investment with the Eastern Economic 
Development Zone (EEC) of Thailand. 

The Thai government aims to be the leading economic zone of ASEAN that attracts investment in new 
target industries or S-Curve both from Thailand and abroad. In order to support the growth of the 
economy to focus on technology and innovation and bring Thailand into the 4.0 era especially high 

technology products and service businesses And the government has also pushed for the development of 
infrastructure by land, water and air, can connect transportation and logistics between East-ASEAN-South 
Asia, 



Adjusting the Thai economic policy to be in line with the Greater Bay Area, an 
economic zone connecting Hong Kong, Macau and PRD in Guangdong Province.

which is a region with high economic 
growth and is of interest to many 
countries As well as to support the 
expansion of both traditional and e-
commerce, which is likely to continue 
to increase with and in 2019, Thailand is 

also the Chair of ASEAN and has 
announced the main concept of 
"Advancing Partnership for 
Sustainability" 

which indicates the direction of the 
ASEAN movement in terms of 
sustainability, connection and vision 
based on mutual interests, both 
outside the region and the world 
community. Hong Kong is considered 
an important strategic partner of both 
the ASEAN region and Thailand. And 
Hong Kong is considered an important 
trading partner of ASEAN. In 2018, the 
trade between Hong Kong and ASEAN 
has the value of 120,000 million US 

dollars. Hong Kong is considered the 
9th trading partner and the 5th largest 
investor in Thailand. It is expected that 
the value of Thai-Hong Kong exports in 
2018 amounted to 12,563 million US 

dollars will be able to expand at 12 
percent in 2019.



Thailand 
may face 

challenges in 
the following 

areas :

Pushing for the ASEAN product standards 

The main reason why Hong Kong businessmen invest in China is due to the 
size of the market. They come to invest in Thailand to further expand the 
sales of products throughout ASEAN, which has a population of more than 
600 million people. 

However, the products in each ASEAN member country have different 
standards, such as different types of plugs for the same electrical 
appliances or the finished food products with different requirements and 
regulations, etc. Therefore, if Thailand can push ASEAN to have regional 
standards, they will be able to attract more foreign investors to the EEC. 
Especially when there is an FTA between ASEAN and Hong Kong, Thailand 
should seize this opportunity.



Thailand may face challenges in the following areas :

Improving laws, benefits and good governance 

Another important thing for investors is the flexibility of moving capital 
into and out of the country they invest in. 

Thailand should set directions for support or clear regulations about what 
they can and cannot do in order to let investors know the direction as well 
as any laws that should be updated and in line with global.



Thailand may face challenges in 
the following areas :

• Connecting service sector between GBA and EEC 

• Although GBA focuses on product development, technology 
innovation, trade, transportation and finance, which is similar 
to EEC in Thailand, in terms of services and tourism, Thailand 
can expand cooperation in such areas to attract more Chinese 
tourists to Thailand and ASEAN. 

• In addition, Thailand is able to expand investment in service 
businesses in the GBA area.



Thailand may face challenges in the following areas :

Pushing for agricultural products, 
food, services as needed in the GBA 

group 

Thailand has potentials and is 
accepted by Chinese people, 

especially the bird's nest business and 
healthy food. Southern Chinese 
people, especially those in Hong 

Kong, Macao and Guangdong, love 
drinking bird's nest.

Moreover, China has issued a 
permission to import bird's nest from 

Thailand. Entrepreneurs should 
consider bringing products to market 
in this area especially in Guangdong 
Province where current demand for 
bird’s nest is constantly increasing. 

Due to the second child policy of 
China, people believe that if a 

pregnant woman consumes a bird's 
nest, it will make the mother and 
child stronger. In addition, health 

products such as organic products or 
low calorie products are another type 

of interesting product group. 

At present, consumers are 
increasingly concerned about their 

health but the products and services 
in the market are still limited. 



Conclusion and Suggestions

In view of China's strategic plan, GBA 
development is an expansion of the economic 

area from the Pearl River Delta (PRD), with Hong 
Kong playing a role in linking the PRD zone to the 
external economy and is elevated to be the world 
economy in line with The National 13th Five-Year 

Plan, combined with the "One Belt One Road" 
policy, which is an economic combination of 

growth from the internal economy outward and 
the connection with the external economy. 

Within the GBA area, there is a management of 
the use of available resources in the best possible 

value. 

This is to enhance innovation capabilities and 
economic benefits. 

GBA is to be a trade window between China and 
the world since the location of the GBA Bay area 
is facing south of the South China Sea adjacent to 

Southeast Asian countries. 

It is also part of the main route of Maritime Silk 
Road. It is obvious that Guangdong-Hong Kong-

Macau Greater Bay Area must focus on the 
development of transportation infrastructure of 
each city to connect with neighboring countries 

and countries along the Maritime Silk Road. 

This will facilitate the movement of goods, 
services, capital, skilled workers more freely. 

These factors are all factors that encourage trade 
and economic growth.



Conclusion 
and 

Suggestions

For Thailand, we must be prepared 
to adjust ourselves for these 

changes, to seize trade 
opportunities, investment and 

tourism from the development of 
Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macau 

Greater Bay, to promote Thailand 
to achieve sustainable trade in the 

future in line with the idea 
of driving the Thai economy into 
Thailand 4.0 era, to connect with 

China through the BRI policy. 

Thailand has accelerated the 
construction of a parallel railroad 
track with a high-speed rail route 
from Eastern Economic Corridor 

parallel to Laos and linking 
Cambodia to the east and to the 
Dawei Special Economic Zone in 

Myanmar to support cross border 
transportation and products. 

All of this will link the trade, 
investment and tourism between 
China and ASEAN countries as a 

whole. This connection also covers 
the road routes that are linking 
through Myanmar and Laos to 
southern China and through 

Myanmar to India and Bangladesh.

Thailand still has the potential to 
accelerate investment in 

submarine cable which is linked to 
Hong Kong and neighboring 

countries to support business 
cooperation on digital bases. 



Conclusion and 
Suggestions

• As for linking BRI and EEC, Hong Kong is an important link in the BRI and 
Greater Bay Area projects while Thailand is the center of Aeyawadee-
Chaopraya-Mekong Economic Coorperation (ACMECs) and Indo-Pacific. 
Both parties are like gates to the Chinese market and the ASEAN market.

• Thailand should seek support from SMEs in Hong Kong. There are 
agencies that support SMEs, including the Hong Kong Trade Development 
Council (HKTDC) for markets, the Hong Kong Productivity Council (HKPC) 
for finance and technology and Hong Kong Cyberport Management for 
managing Start-Up businesses, which will greatly benefit Thai SMEs and 
Start Up groups. Thailand should be prepared for investors and 
businessmen by cooperating with the Hong Kong Economic and Trade 
Office (HKETO) in Thailand.

• Thailand should prepare reliable trade and investment information to 
support the arrival of foreign investors. Thailand should organize 
activities to create a relationship between the businessmen / investors / 
SME from both parties in order to promote collaboration. 


